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Editor’s Note
We hope to get our January/February issue out soon, having been occupied since our previous newsletter with
the initiative announced herein. Thanks largely to the generosity of Ted Roszell, we are pleased to announce
that Dr. Peter Heusser, who was our guest for our 2018 Section conference, will be returning to visit Seattle,
Ann Arbor, and New York in late April through early May (see p. 4). And thanks to Dr. Heusser and
SteinerBooks/Anthroposophic Press, we have been given permission to publish Peter’s essay, “From
Reductionist Science to Living Thinking in Medicine,” which is the Foreword to Dr. Armin Husemann’s
recent book, Form, Life & Consciousness (see p. 6). This essay, together with the archived videos of his talks
at our 2018 conference (see p. 6), may serve as a useful preparation for anyone attending his talks this time
around—or anyone about to read Peter’s own book, Anthroposophy and Science.
In this issue we also extend our gratitude and appreciation to John Barnes, who has served on the steering
committee for these many years, and to Johannes Kühl, who has recently retired as Section Leader at the
Goetheanum (see p. 3).
Lastly, we have an announcement of Walter Alexander’s new book, Hearts and Minds: Reclaiming the soul
of science and medicine.
The Correspondence welcomes pilot research reports, comments on current scientific research and news,
book and article reviews, letters from readers, reports on meetings and workshops, and announcements. There
will be editorial review. For submissions, click here.
We look forward to hearing from you. Please send feedback here.
Barry Lia, Ph.D.
Correspondence Editor

Please Support Our Work
We ask that you please consider making a financial contribution in support of our mission to bring a
discerning and unique perspective on developments in science and technology into today’s culture.
The epistemological foundation of anthroposophy is not only a matter of scientific method. It is important
to know that there is a scientific basis for a monistic science of spirit/matter and to know what that basis is.
This is important for all of us working with anthroposophy to further our culture today, be we teachers,
farmers, doctors, therapists, artists, entrepreneurs, or anyone seeking to heal the contemporary worldview.

Your donation of any amount will help us better serve the Society.
(It is possible to set up recurring monthly donations.)

To donate, click here or find a PayPal button on our website.
Or mail check payable to “Natural Science Section” in care of our Treasurer, Barry Lia at:
Anthroposophical Society in America, 1923 Geddes Ave, Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Thank you kindly for your consideration.
For a copy of our Case for Support, contact Jennifer Greene: jgreene at waterresearch dot org.
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Two Appreciations
At our Natural Science Section November annual meeting in Ann Arbor November 2019, we learned that two
colleagues who have been with us for many years were soon stepping back from their duties with the Section.

John Barnes
John Barnes, one of the founding members of the Natural Science Section of
the Anthroposophical Society in America, was at our first meeting in Ann
Arbor in the mid 1980’s shepherded by Drs. Ernst Katz and Arthur Zajonc.
Since that time John had been active in work with anthroposophical sciences as
a Waldorf teacher, a writer and translator, and as publisher of Adonis Science Books. John will now be
stepping off the Section steering committee. Prof. Mark Riegner of Prescott College has stepped up to
fill the vacancy.
Being fluent in German kept John in close contact with European scientists, especially Wolfgang
Schad, author of Understanding Mammals: Threefoldness and Diversity (co-edited with Mark). This
and other science publications which John has shepherded as editor at Adonis Press include Andreas
Suchantke’s Metamorphosis: Evolution in Action, Johannes Rohen’s Functional Morphology, and
Nigel Hoffmann’s Goethe’s Science of Living Form: The Artistic Stages, to mention a few. John’s own
book, The Third Culture: Participatory Science as the Basis for a Healing Culture, is very highly
recommended. Throughout his publications and writings John's sense of language and ear for meaning
were prominent and graceful. John's quiet leadership and wisdom helped us grow the Section to where
it is now, and for this we are deeply indebted. As a man of kindness and culture, he has inspired us all.

Johannes Kühl
As he has over these many years, Johannes Kühl, Natural Science Section leader at
the Goetheanum, once again attended our annual meeting last year in Ann Arbor,
took part in all the sessions, and brought his scientific insight, great knowledge, and
warmth to our deliberations and many conversations. He has crisscrossed this nation
on behalf of Goethean Science, bringing us a picture of world-wide and European
scientific and anthroposophical activity to enrich our work here. He was always
available, always interested in what we were doing, and was so glad to come to the United States.
Johannes was a Waldorf science teacher and spent many years at the Max Planck Institute in Göttingen,
researching fluid dynamics, before he was called to Dornach to head the worldwide Natural Science
Section. Adonis Press published Johannes’s book, Rainbows, Halos, Dawn, and Dusk: The
Appearance of Color in the Atmosphere and Goethe’s Theory of Colors.
As Johannes now takes on other roles at the Goetheanum, Matthias Rang and Johannes Wirz will
take on the Section leadership. We wish Johannes well in his retirement and hope that he will continue
to make his way back to the United States. He will always be welcome.
—Jennifer Greene
for the steering committee
You can also read about Johannes’s retirement in Anthroposophy Worldwide
https://static.goetheanum.co/assets/archiv/Weltweit/AWE/AWE2020_1-2.pdf
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Cross-Country Tour

Dr. Peter Heusser
April 23-May 9, 2020
Seattle area—Ann Arbor—New York area
As we said about Peter’s visit to Spring Valley for our 2018 conference:
Working in anthroposophical activities, we naturally meet with resistance from mainstream
culture. If calls for scientific evidence and validation can sometimes feel like being struck on the
cheek, in order to turn the other cheek, it is important for all of us—not only scientists—to know
that there is actually a scientific foundation that can support our monistic science of spirit/matter
and to know what that foundation is.
We are now so glad that many more people—both in mainstream institutions and in our
anthroposophical communities—will be able to meet with Peter as he delivers this important message
bridging natural science and spiritual science.
Plans are now being finalized for Peter’s cross-country tour this Spring, thanks to the initiative and
generosity of Ted Roszell of Ann Arbor. Gopi Vijaya took the lead of an initiative group—Walter
Alexander, Ricardo Bartelme, Frank Dauenhauer, Judith Erb, Craig Holdrege, Gary Lamb, Barry Lia,
Andrew Linnell, Ray Manaçes—formed under the auspice of the Natural Science Section with the
cooperation of The Nature Institute and the Hawthorne Valley Center for Social Renewal, and the
Center for Anthroposophical Endeavors. Look for details to be announced in the following areas or
email the following contact persons:
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Seattle area
[contact Barry Lia: barrylia at comcast.net]
April 23: academic seminar being planned with Prof. Gordon Miller at Seattle University, inviting faculty and students from
University of Washington Comparative History of Ideas Department and UW Bothell Center for Education and
Research in Consciousness.
April 24: medical seminar, inviting naturopathic students and researchers at Bastyr University and with the Osher Center
for Integrative Medicine at the University of Washington.
April 25-26: weekend festival, gathering folks to Seattle from Vancouver and Portland; lecture series ‘from natural science
to spiritual science,’ panel on regional initiatives, panel on the School for Spiritual Science, eurythmy and Goethean
activities, meals, and evening performances.
April 27-8: medical seminar with student anthroposophical medicine group and researchers at National University of
Natural Medicine in Portland.
April 29-30: stop in Salt Lake City; talk being arranged.

Ann Arbor
[contact Judith Erb: juditherb at comcast.net]
May 1, 7:00 pm: Dr. Heusser discusses the question of how human beings go about developing accurate perceptions of
reality, especially in times as complex as ours.
May 2, 8:30 am - 12:00 pm: panel, comprised of Gopi Krishna, Peter Heusser, and 2 college-age alumni of the school
reviews previous evening and applies it to a discussion of how human beings might design and interact with machines
and technology so as to utilize them for the progress of human development, while avoiding less desirable impacts on
the human being.
May 2, 2:00 - 5:00 pm: panel comprised of Judith Erb, a high school teacher, a lower-school teacher, an early childhood
teacher, and possibly experts on climate science and sustainable economics will discuss the current objective reality
of our earth and its inhabitants. This will include tools to respond in age-appropriate ways to what comes from the
world around us as climate reality unfolds. We will look at historical context and archetypal tales. Discussion will
elucidate how our thoughts about this as parents, teachers, students and citizens of the planet will shape the attitude
of soul with which we and our children meet the coming challenges and opportunities with courage, flexibility and
hope rather than despair.
May 3, 9:00 am-12:00 pm: panel comprised of Dr. Heusser, Dr. Bartolome and possibly others will discuss how expansion
of our present-day conception of the human being leads to an improved approach to health and healing.
May 3, 2:00-4:00: breakout sessions bringing the process of developing accurate perceptions of reality to practical work in
specific areas.
May 4-6: visiting in Milwaukee.

New York area
[contact Gopi Vijaya: vgopik at gmail.com]
May 6: Evening address at the New York Branch (hosted by Walter Alexander)
May 7: Evening address at the PAAM Training Week in Spring Valley (open to the public).
May 8: Researcher gathering by invitation.
May 9: Co-sponsored by the Nature Institute and Hawthorne Valley Center for Social Renewal.
11:00: Conversation by invitation with Peter Heusser and Gopi Vijaya at the Nature Institute.
12:30: Lunch: As determined by TNI
1:30 to 2:30: Continue conversation: As determine by TNI
4:00-5:15: “Human Interaction with Artificial Intelligence” by Gopi in HVWS Music Room
5:30: Supper at HVWS.
7:00: Lecture at HVWS by Peter Heusser: “Human Intelligence and the Spiritual in Nature”
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Video archive of Prof. Dr. Peter Heusser’s Public Lectures
We have archived videos of the four lectures which Peter delivered at our 2018 conference in Spring
Valley. These lectures stand as a summary of his book, Anthroposophy and Science: An Introduction.
We hope that these videos serve to promote your interest in attending the upcoming gathering nearest
you this Spring for discussions of Rudolf Steiner’s epistemology on a modern, scientific basis.
Lecture 1: Is there a place for the spirit in physics and chemistry?
– On the importance of epistemology for natural science.
Lecture 2: Is there a chemical or genetic explanation of life?
– A closer look at causality and agency in modern biology.
Lecture 3: Does the brain cause consciousness?
– A way out of neurobiology’s current doctrine.
Lecture 4: From natural science to spiritual science.
– Rudolf Steiner’s contribution to the evolution of science.

Click here for video access.

ESSAY
From Reductionist Science to Living Thinking in Medicine
By Prof. Dr. med Peter Heusser
We are pleased to receive permission from Peter and SteinerBooks/Anthroposophic Press to
publish his Foreword to Dr. Armin Husemann’s new book, Form, Life & Consciousness: An
Introduction to Anthroposophic Medicine and Study of the Human Being.
In his own recent book, Anthroposophy and Science, Peter presents the emergent properties
of body, life, soul, and spirit as lawful organizing principles—each level equally and irreducibly
real. In the light of modern evidence from the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, and
neuroscience, he develops a non-reductionistic epistemology of “empirical ontological
idealism,” validating a monistic science of spirit/matter that can address the reservations
often held by mainstream society. This Foreword encapsulates these themes, serving as an
introduction to Peter’s work in building a bridge from natural science to spiritual science.
Dr. Heusser is currently Senior professor in Medical Anthropology and formerly Head of the Institute for Integrative
Medicine at the University of Witten/Herdecke, Germany. He had also been on the Faculty of Medicine at the University
of Bern as Head Lecturer for Anthroposophical Medicine in the Institute for Complementary and Integrative Medicine. He
has served as expert of the Swiss Federal Office for Social Security and Health for the Evaluation of Complementary
Medicine. He lectures worldwide on epistemology and philosophy of science, particularly regarding the need for
activating a different caliber of thinking for handling an integrative, holistic science and medicine.
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Book Announcement

Hearts and Minds:
Reclaiming the soul of science and medicine
By Walter Alexander
Lindesfarne Press | Paperback | 328 pages | 6 x 9 in. | 978-1584209195 | 2019
https://steiner.presswarehouse.com/Books/BookDetail.aspx?productID=703012

From promotional materials:

Walter Alexander’s career path has been varied, with beginnings as a fiction writer (Wallace Stegner
Fiction Fellow at Stanford) and nearly twenty years as a teacher (Public and Waldorf high schools). As
a freelance medical journalist for the last decades, his “beat” has been largely reporting on clinical
research for practitioners in the trenches. In this latter capacity, he recently published peer-reviewed
articles on Branko Furst’s work on the heart and circulation, on intriguing placebo effect research, and
on Peter Heusser’s book, Anthroposophy and Science.
Aside from his professional activities, Walter has been a participant and guiding member of the longstanding Barfield Group in NYC, where he was introduced to the work of Georg Kuhlewind—whose
meditative approach to cognition and epistemology not only enriched the Barfield study of the
evolution of consciousness, but also paved the way toward a deepened look at scientific thinking’s
descent toward pure reductionism.
Hearts and Minds (Reclaiming the soul of science and medicine) has had a long gestation. Gradually,
Walter’s interest in consciousness studies and integrative healing inched toward his “real-world”
immersion in writings about conventional medicine. Then, Peter Heusser’s Anthroposophy and
Science provided two key stimuli—first, it showed open systems biology to offer an alternative to
reductionism. It showed that layers of organization in living systems each exhibit primary qualities
and unique laws. While lower-level substrates must be present and available for the higher level to
emerge, the higher level is not predictable from the lower. And with that, the myth of completely
bottom-up, DNA-directed assemblage of the organism could be countered.
The second essential stimulus was Walter’s emerging conviction, starting with the publication of the
aforementioned articles, but growing ever more strongly while reading and writing about the Heusser
book, that with his own background of translating research level work for practitioners, his schoolteaching and group-guiding experience, and even his origins as a fiction writer, he was perhaps
uniquely positioned to take up a critical challenge: to bring to a wider public ideas that, while
seemingly arcane, have nonetheless profound impacts on the conduct and experience of ordinary life.
Hearts and Minds then unfolded with the grand design of showing how self and experience have been
by degrees turned into orphans at the altar of well-intended scientific “progress.”
The great scientific revolution of the last five hundred years, with its technological glories and medical
miracles, has landed upon a set of summary conclusions—or some slightly tweaked variations—
depicting a random, indifferent, and wholly impersonal cosmos.
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The world, we are told, is made up of particles and forces. Evolution, impelled by the single purpose of
survival, is guided by chance through natural selection. DNA directs the chemical–mechanical
unfolding of life. Consciousness and self, artifacts of the brain's firing neurons, are essentially
inconsequential.
This is a picture that has been fraying at the edges for some time. Progress in medicine, quantum
physics, open-systems biology, consciousness studies, epistemology, the arts and philosophy all point
in a radically different direction. But fresh, coherent narratives have not yet fully emerged out of this
progress, and so the old model stubbornly endures.
Hearts and Minds tells a tale of emerging discoveries—discoveries that restore our own self and
consciousness as integral to the workings of the world.

Some reviewer comments on Hearts and Minds:
“Hearts and Minds champions novel research revealing the importance of consciousness in the elaboration of health and
illness. It also exposes pernicious resistance to these findings from conventional science and medicine—and offers solutions.
No medical approach can be complete if it does not incorporate these vital trends. Highly recommended!” —Larry Dossey,
MD, author of One Mind
“A rollicking ride through the philosophical and conceptual quandaries that quantum mechanics has brought to modern
science...fresh, conversational, and peppered with penetrating and homely insights, while clearly bringing out the need for
going beyond the reductionist paradigm in science.” —Gopi Krishna Vijaya, PhD, Physicist–researcher, Reciprocal System
Research Society, Salt Lake City
“I thoroughly enjoyed and admire this compelling book. By thinking and writing with heart and mind, Alexander restores our
stereopsis, the depth of field that medical science neither practices nor admits. Here, Alexander brilliantly does both.” —
Robert McDermott, Ph.D., President Emeritus, California Institute of Integral Studies (CIIS) and author of Steiner and

Kindred Spirits

“In his engaging, user-friendly and penetrating study of the thinking that underlies orthodox science and medicine,
Alexander invites, coaxes, and finally persuades his readers to come to their own awareness of the clear and present danger
of [scientific] reductionism.... Reductionism is dangerous because at best it makes no room for, and at worst it outright
denies, the willed activity of thinking. If we lose the understanding of the place of our own thinking, we have lost ourselves.
Without a tenable experience of that self, an authentic questioning of our place in the social, political, economic, or
communal world is meaningless. Hearts and Minds is a book about the possibility of restoration—restoration of the soul that
orthodox science has estranged from us as well as from itself.
“Ours is an age of general distrust of expertise and…a particular distrust of medical expertise. For that reason, Alexander’s
dispatches from the front lines of today’s medical research and pharmacological trials will be of close interest to every
reader.” —Fred Dennehy, associate editor of Being Human (from a review the book in #23 summer/fall 2019)
“A remarkable book that takes us directly into an exploration of a central question of our time: Is everything—most
important, consciousness (including thinking, feeling, meaning, and values)—produced ultimately by dead matter in motion,
by neurons, molecules, DNA, hormones, etc.? [Or] is consciousness a reality in its own being, capable, in fact, of having
causal effects on the material itself, most especially on the material human body? This is a rich offering—always exciting,
well told. Alexander’s own light touch of humor and irony are a delight, and more than that, serve as a kind of surgical
scalpel, which he deftly wields to cut clearly to the most important issues of heart and mind.” —Douglas Sloan, PhD,
Professor of History and Education Emeritus at Teachers College, Columbia University, and former Adjunct Professor of
Religion and Education at Union Theological Seminary and The Jewish Theological Seminary in New York City. Among his
books are Insight–Imagination: The Emancipation of Thought and the Modern World and The Redemption of the Animals:

Their Evolution, Their Inner Life, and Our Future Together

Visit the author's website: heartsmindsoul.com

Upcoming Appearance
March 26, 2020
7:30pm - 9:30pm

The Nature Institute
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20 May Hill Rd.
Ghent, NY 12075

Calendar of Events
March 11, 2020: Hints for a healthy diet and balanced digestion. For Your Health: Free Webinar for
practitioners, patients and the public, cosponsored by AAMTA and Friends of PAAM
https://anthroposophicmedicine.org/Patient-Resources

March 26, 2020: Hearts and Minds: Reclaiming the Soul of Science and Medicine A talk by Walter
Alexander (Ghent, NY)
https://natureinstitute.org/calendar/index.htm

April 23-May 9, 2020: Dr. Peter Heusser’s Cross-Country Tour (Seattle area, Ann Arbor, New York area)
(See p. 4)
November 11-15, 2020: 2020 Biodynamic Association Conference (Westminster, CO)
https://www.biodynamics.com/conference

Natural Science Section
www.forschungsinstitut.ch/en/

Mathematics-Astronomy Section
mas.goetheanum.org/en/mas/

School for Spiritual Science
Anthroposophical Society in America
www.naturalsciencesection.org
anthroposophy.org
Correspondence
Issues archive: www.naturalsciencesection.org/correspondence/
Subscriptions: subscriptions@naturalsciencesection.org
Submissions: editor@naturalsciencesection.org
Editor: editor@naturalsciencesection.org
Website: info@naturalsciencesection.org
Treasurer: Barry Lia, c/o Anthroposophical Society in America, 1923 Geddes Ave, Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Disclaimer: The opinions expressed are the authors’ own and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editor or
members of the Natural Science Section of the Anthroposophical Society in America.
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